
Report on Chamilo Board of Directors meeting: 28/06/2010

3:05pm: All members of the Board of Directors are present. The meeting starts.

For future reference, the list of abbreviated names:
JMM: Jean-Marie Maes, President
YW: Yannick Warnier, Secretary
SVB: Stefaan Vanbillemont, Treasurer
NO: Noa Orizales Iglesias, Communication Coordinator
HDB: Hans De Bisschop, Software Coordinator
LV: Luk Vanlanduyt, Marketing Coordinator
FQ: Frederik Questier, Research & Innovation Coordinator

The question of the meeting frequency is opened. Everybody agrees on the 3rd
Wednesday of every month, at 3pm, as was previously suggested. Exceptions might
occur, like precisely the next meeting, for which this happens to be a national holiday in
Belgium, making more than half of the directors unavailable.

The Board starts establishing the list of priorities for the next weeks/months:

• JM Maes asks whether we should charge a year or 6 months for new
members, given we are already far into the first year.

◦ JMM: Indicates that maybe it's a problem to start in June
◦ NO: Indicates that any member can register yearly from a month to the

same month the next year.
◦ All agree. Let's register yearly, from one month to the same month the

next year, depending on the month of registration.

• YW asks if we can publish the existence of the association
◦ JMM indicates that we already have one payment on the bank account,

so nothing is stopping us. Furthermore, the association should already
have been published in the Moniteur Belge
(http://www.ejustice.just.fgov.be/doc/rech_n.htm)

• YW asks about the current state of the bank account (there were
problems caused by me not being a Belgium resident)

◦ JMM answers that currently, signatories for the bank account are FQ,
SVB, and JMM

• YW asks what is the state of taking the insurance for board members
◦ JMM answers that now that the association is registered, we can proceed

with the insurance (will require papers).
◦ YW asks if there is a quote available
◦ SVB answers he and/or JMM will check the available quotes and try to

find the best offer

• YW asks about transferring the ownership of the trademark to the
association from him to the association (this also implies reimbursing
900€)

◦ YW asks if we are ready to make the transfer?
◦ SVB answer that yes, please pay the company's membership first, then

we can proceed to the transfer

• YW launches a discussion about local groups and the recommended way
to contribute to the association, like organizing paid meetings

◦ YW asks what should be the relation between the local groups and the
association



◦ NO thinks freedom should be given to local groups on how to organize
themselves

◦ YW asks if it could be that local groups have a minimum of 3 registered
members

◦ JMM suggests that every group should have an active member inside the
association

◦ SVB mentions the only danger is to have "rogue" local groups
◦ NO mentions that the association can have an official (public) list
◦ SVB suggests 1 member should be an admitted member
◦ Common conclusion: 3 members should be members, require recognition

to the board, then the group can be published on the website

• YW starts discussing the first candidates (companies) for effective
membership

◦ SVB states that there is a lot of interest in joining the association but the
procedure is not written yet

◦ YW says he'll collect the information from his e-mails the same day, to
officialize the procedure inside the association's wiki

◦ NO will be more available from 1st of July onwards so she'll be able to
help

◦ All gather the list of interested companies and institutions: 6 interested
in Spain, one wants to pay now (admitted member), 6 universities in
Belgium + Geneva, Ralf, Fritz, a lot of small companies in Belgium

◦ YW asks if emitting invoices with the association is possible. SVB will
check with local accountants and VAT offices

• SVB asks about the creation of a PayPal account (or not)
◦ SVB will open an account
◦ YW thinks most people interested will be personal members
◦ NO is worried about gathering all the account information (for all the

electronical services)
◦ SVB says we should gather the account details in the Board project on

support.chamilo.org, in a section protected by software permissions

• YW discusses starting the monthly newsletter (currently completely
underused, and an excellent mean of promotion)

◦ YW says we should send it 5 days before the end of the month, prepare
it 2 days before that, pass it through the translators mailing-list

◦ NO suggests using the website mailing-list instead of a new list
◦ NO says we should ask for people to engage into the mailing list process

(between other things)

• YW asks opinions about aggregating third-party blog feeds to our site
◦ NO says she doesn't like that as we cannot control if posts will be only

about Chamilo or not.
◦ YW explains that, in the future, we will have a planet tab and content will

be filtered by tags

• YW asks for a translate.chamilo.org update
◦ SVB will ask Sven to upgrade

• YW mentions the close migration of www.chamilo.org to another server
◦ YW says it will be done on the 30th at 3pm Belgian time
◦ SVB will prepare the backup at 3pm
◦ SVB will update the DNS
◦ YW will send an e-mail with details to Stefaan

• NO asks about mail organization (who creates new mails, etc)

http://www.chamilo.org/


• NO asks who to ask to to create e-mails (currently YW)
• NO says she will make a proposal for a procedure to create e-mails in July

• NO asks about the website information management (migration, etc)
• NO says news (and pages, and updates) have to go to the website mailing-list and

communication coordinator (will formalize in July)
• YW says we should have neutral mails for coordinators (secretary@chamilo.org,

communication@chamilo.org, ...)

• NO asks for a Board of directors documentation panel
• NO says we should use a central documentation place
• SVB says we can use the support.chamilo.org, this way we get notification
• YW agrees we should use the wiki for all permanent stuff

• Various
◦ SVB: mentions Tristan (French Academy responsible and his queries

about Chamilo)
◦ YW: mentions CBlue and the fact that their contribution to hosting the

website should not be forgotten in the rewards system
◦ JMM mentions he met with Paul in New York, who has experience in

European projects and can probably help us in a series of ways
◦ YW mentions someone from the 2.0 team should contact with a peruvian

team to teach them about Chamilo 2.0: he will send the e-mail contact
to Stefaan

◦ All agree that 28th of July will be the next meeting date (3pm) (21st is
national holiday)


